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Book 1 in the duology called the Crowns of Nyaxia series.

Give a summary without spoilers!
The Serpent and the Wings of Night is about a human girl named Oraya who lost her
family at a young age and the Nightborn King, Vincent, found her and took her in. Since
then Oraya has lived in fear with Vincent in the vampire territory. Vincent has taught her
how to fight and protect herself because of the fact that she's prey in the vampire
territory. Every century there's a competition called the Kejari where lots of vampires
compete. If they win they get one wish from the goddess Nyaxia. So, when the time
comes Oraya joins the Kejari.

What drew you to this book?
The reviews I saw on Goodreads, and on Tiktok made the book look very interesting, so
I decided to look at it. When I read the blurb for the book the storyline seemed very
interesting and the fact that there's vampires and humans.

Did it remind you of something that you've previously read?
It did not remind me of something that I'd previously read.

To whom would you recommend this book?
I would recommend this media to people who love a good plot, but also a great enemies
to lovers romance, with tension. It's not short, but it feels like it is because it's such a
fast paced book. I would also recommend it to people who really like fantasy, and or
people who are just trying to get into it.

Overall, did you like it and would you recommend it to others?
I very much liked the book, and I would definitely recommend the book to others. The
romance was very good, and so was the plot. All the trials in the book were really
entertaining to read. Oraya is also such a cool, independent character.



Anything else that you would like to add to this review? What made you choose
it? Did you like the cover? Was it recommended to you? Did you find it at the
library?
I found the book at the library, and I had been wanting to read it. I saw the cover and
thought it was cool and then I read the back. It seemed like it would be a really
interesting book, so I grabbed it.


